For over 40 years, Arts & Health at Duke has believed that access to the arts is essential to the health and well-being of patients & staff.

Each year, we extend an invitation to all Duke Health Employees and Volunteers to share their artistic talents. These works are a visual representation of how we recharge, find inspiration, or show hidden talents.

For additional information contact jennifer.collins3@duke.edu.
Blossoms of Randomness
David Holman,
Radiology, Bone & Chest
Pen & Ink
Durham Bull
Leslie Kelly, Dept. of Medicine
Acrylic on Canvas
$275
Storm Cloud Somewhere over Kansas
Bryce Bates, Duke Homecare & Hospice
Photograph—$300
All You Need
Anna Jackson, Radiology, MRI
Folded Book Art
$55
Fudgey & Fiona: A Tail of True Friendship
Valerie A. Jarrett,
Women’s & Children’s Services
Colored Pencil —Not for Sale
Duke Chapel
Jamie Tatum, DMP OR
Watercolor
$30
Grace & Peace
Myra Townes,
Clinical Microbiology
Mixed Media
Price Upon Request
Ancient Truths
Mary Scott Soo,
Radiology
Acrylic on Canvas
Price Upon Request
Loving the Lovely
Johnny Vega, Chain Supply
Airbrush
Not for Sale, but similar commissions $225
Market Goth
Mark Blanchard,
Clinical Engineering
Photograph
$100
Hard Core
Kimberly Howard, Thoracic Surgery
Acrylic on Canvas
$200
Untitled
Cole Klovski, E&O
Plaster / Wood
$1100
Untitled
William Gregory,
Arts & Health at Duke
Acrylic on Board
$225
Christmas Cactus Shawl
Marissa Pentico, Safety OESO
Original Photo on Fabric
Not for Sale, but similar commissions $50—$75
Love Wins
Kelly Mieszkalski, Peds
Pressed Flowers & Swarovski Rhinestones
Not for Sale
Purple Flowers at Sarah Duke Gardens
Arunima Srivastava, Duke Diet & Fitness
Photograph—$150
End of Day
Judi Miller Bussell
Center for the Study of Aging & Human Development
Oil—$640 unframed
If That Tree Falls, Will It Make a Sound? (with owl & woodpecker)
Leigh Brian, Cardiology
Acrylic
Not for Sale
If Ethereal Set
Matt Jones, Concierge Services
Photograph
$200
Lunar Eclipse 2019: Through Earth’s Shadow
D. Chris Cole, Peds/Infect. Dis.
Time Lapse Astrophotography
$150
Dark Horse
Jacqueline Rimmler, DCI—CPC
Acrylic Collage
$500
Hobbit Houses
Kelly Gordon,
Speech Pathology & Audiology
Acrylic
Not for Sale
Waiting for Beatriz
Hyewon Grigoni,
Clinical Skills Program, SOM
Acrylic on Canvas
$300 (avail. for commissions)
Up to the Falls
Lidyana Calle Vega,
OR Duke North
Photograph
$125
Summer Prowl
Cameron Strong,
Internal Medicine Residency
Photograph
$100
North of Island Looking Toward Pier
Michelle Minah, VAT
Oil on Canvas
$625
Sailing Sunset
Lorraine Wilson,
DRH Education Services
Photograph
Not for Sale
Untitled
Kellie Johnson,
Case Management
Photographs
Not for Sale